
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 22 October 2021 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Miss Clayton's English Class  for being an absolute joy to teach, for being respectful and 

always doing the right thing. You are a group of amazing individuals and I can't wait to see what you all achieve when we come 

back to school. Keep it up! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Keira P for always being focussed and working hard during Science lessons. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Emily G for excellent effort and participation in Spanish lessons. Well done; Justas M for 

showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Esther E for her enthusiastic approach towards maths and always demonstrating the 

academies core values; Marcello S for showing great determination in maths and always pushing to be better today than 

yesterday; Louie-Ann B for always working hard and showing great integrity in her maths lessons. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Mostafa I for working really hard in Spanish and always doing the right thing; Honey C 

for working really hard in Spanish and always doing the right thing; Jonathon H for producing some fantastic work in French 

and always trying his hardest in everything we do; Joel M for showing determination in French lessons and having a go at some 

tricky pronunciations! Well done! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Bobby D for demonstrating integrity and kindness to his friends; Lewis B for always 

demonstrating our core values 100% of the time in English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Justas M for always showing determination and by being a kind and respectful member 

of the class; Esther E for always being a respecful member of the class and demonstrating determination. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Alydia H for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being well mannered 

and assisting others when needed. Well done Alydia; Leon P for demonstrating the value of determination by always putting 

in 100% effort in lessons. Well done Leon! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Barbara S for always brightening my day and making me smile; Naema A for always 

brightening my day and making me smile; Lewis B for sharing his fantastic knowledge of the Dixons Opensource video. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Alydia H for trying incredibly hard in maths lessons and achieving a fantastic score on her 

assessment. Well done Alydia; Poppy Mai F for showing such resilience with a topic she found difficult, not being deterred by 

mistakes and showing determination to succeed. A wonderful attitude towards her learning, Well done Poppy! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Jamie K for always being polite and respectful whilst working hard in all lessons; Maisie 

S for always trying hard in lessons, and for always greeting me with a smile; Francis W for always giving 100% in his Geography 

lessons; Adeola T for showing determination in Geography and helping a new pupil. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Leah L, Sabrina C, Sophie U, Laura Z and Teniola T for demonstrating determination when 

performing dance in her PE lessons.  Outstanding effort. Well done! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Lennon S for working extremely hard when solving equations and showing all working 

out; Nicolas K for always being a ray of sunshine in everyone's day, Nicolas is friendly and kind to every member of our school. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Saged y for Showing determination in Science. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Jacob O for his fantastic work and dedication in maths lessons. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Demi Jo C for excellent effort and taking care with her English work. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Heidi K for providing a brilliant written response in English, going above and beyond what 

is expected. Fantastic; Kadie-Lee M for demonstrating determination and always pushing yourself to improve in English. Good 

job! 

 



 

 

 

 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Sophie U & Gabriella C for an improved attitude to learning in History; Ethan C for 

showing great intergrity in producing a high quality extended answer worthy of praise; Mazigh G for demonstrating respect at 

all times and showing great enthusiasm towards History; Alydia H for always being determined to work hard and engage, 

showing great enthusiasm and deminstrating respect at all times. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate James M for being very respectful towards other pupils; Jack N for his very impressive 

knowledge within his PE practical lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Heidi K for always demonstrating our core values in science, keep it up Heidi. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate David A for always showing determination and working gard in French lessons; James H for 

always working extremely hard in French lessons. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Naema A for always trying hard in lessons, and for always greeting me with a smile; Barbara 

s for always being helpful and polite, for always looking out for and helping others; Yvonne N for always being polite and 

respectful whilst working hard in all lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 22 October 2021 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate her whole English class for working really hard in Spanish and always doing the right 

thing. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ruby R for an amazing week in maths, outstanding attitude towards learning!!  I am so 

impressed. Completing GCSE extension questions in year 8, well done Alfie! 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Kaci T for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Jake R for improved focus and participation in Spanish lessons. keep it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Marc J for demonstrating the value of determination and respect during an 

intervention session. Well done! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Isabella W for showing brilliant focus in French and working really hard at her 

translations. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate George E for showing determination to improve, succeed and for always being ready 

to learn. I am really proud of the developments we have made as a class and I am excited to see what we can achieve 

together. Hard work pays off year 8, keep going! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Mary-Jane S for always being helpful, polite and positive during lessons. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Grace P for going the extra mile (determination and integrity) helping with DEAR time 

giving out books. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Ava C for being a positive presence in the classroom and providing outstanding 

contributions to class discussions. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Casey B for showing Determination in Science. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Chloe F for always showing determination and working hard in French lessons. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Evie C for showing deterination in wanting to complete her work to the best of her 

ability, even in a challenging situation. Well done, and thank you. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Freya B for showing determination in wanting to complete her work to the best of her 

ability, even in a challenging situation. Well done, and thank you. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Libby L for demonstrating 100% determination in her science lessons. Well done. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Liene Z for showing great focus and determination in his maths lessons this week. Keep 

it up Marc! 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Livia D for excellent focus and engagement in English. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Sharon O for a conscientious attitude to her maths work all term, quietly following 

every instruction, choosing to work incredibly hard and showing maturity and integrity every single lesson.  Well done! 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Taqua A for being polite, helpful and always working to the best of her ability, giving 

100% every day and following all instructions first time, every time. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Libby L for being a kind and respectful member of the class. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Benjamin O for always demonstrating determination and for writing a brilliant answer 

in History. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Blake G for her kindness to others. Well done! 



 

 

 

 

 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Jamie F for demonstrating the value of determination and respect during an 

intervention session. Well done! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Louis F for a tremendous perfromance within his PE practical lesson. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Ben O for an always conscientious attitude to her maths work. Well done! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Ella E for an always conscientious attitude to her maths work. Well done! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Eva S for a conscientious attitude to her maths work. Well done! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Harry J for an always conscientious attitude to his maths work. Well done! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Imogen B for a conscientious attitude to his maths work working at home. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Laci W for demonstrating 100% determination in her French lessons - TC is always on 

point. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Alfie M for always helping during the start of lessons and engaging with her maths work. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Grace R for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Lucie Jo J for demonstrating determination when performing dance in her PE lessons. 

Outstanding effort. Well done! 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Toni C for demonstrating determination when performing dance in her PE lessons. 

Outstanding effort. Well done! 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Ava C for showing a huge amount of determination to improve and fully applying himself 

every single English lesson. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Brooke B for providing brilliant contributions in every English lesson. Great work. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Keira P for showing real determination when taking part in PE and never giving up. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Lily C for outstanding engagement and focus in English. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Milly L for showing a remarkable improvement in focus and attainment in our recent 

topic and showing kindness by tidying away after others in her own time without being asked. A great help and really 

appreciated, thank you. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate her whole maths class  for showing determination in the pen check to be be as efficient 

as possible and getting the time taken to 9.76 seconds. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Luke C for always getting it right, first time every time. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Ella E for going the extra mile (determination and integrity) helping with DEAR time 

giving out books. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Georgie T for showing brilliant determination in Morning Meeting, and putting 100% 

effort into Brain Dumps. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Lilly G for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Isabella W for showing determination in the inter-form quizes, well done 8A. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Blake G for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 



 

 

 

 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Bradley K for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their 

creativity to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lucas E for demonstrating determination when performing dance in her PE lessons. 

Outstanding effort. Well done! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Wisdom J for demonstrating determination when performing dance in her PE lessons. 

Outstanding effort. Well done! 

Mr Roberts would like to appreciate Toni C for showing great determination within his extra curriculum lesson playing Rugby. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Isabella W for producing high quality work in History and assisting her peers with DIRT 

activities. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Thomas S for producing high quality work in History and assisting his peers with DIRT 

activities. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Casey B for producing high quality work in History and assisting her peers with DIRT 

activities. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Lacey-May H for producing high quality work in History and assisting her peers with 

DIRT activities. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Mary-Jane S for producing high quality work in History and assisting her peers with 

DIRT activities. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Laci W for producing high quality work in History and assisting her peers with DIRT 

activities. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Connor S for going the extra mile (determination and integrity) helping with DEAR time 

giving out books. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Mark B for showing determination and an improved effort in Spanish lessons, well 

done! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Imogen B for going the extra mile (determination and integrity) helping with DEAR time 

giving out books. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate 8A  for showing determination by working hard in English and showing resepct to 

everybody in the room. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Casey B for showing integrity and willing in every science lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Ella E for trying his best in French lessons this week. A huge improvement. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Emily D for always working hard in food with a smile on her face, and for also being a 

great team player and helping others. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Connor S for always being well behaved, polite and respectful. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Molly P for outstanding dancing skills to Rasputin! Well done for great determination. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Lucie C for showing excellent determination in Science calculating Speed. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Hasna B for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Lee O for really improving his listening skills this week, meaning he has understood so 

much more in maths and answered lots of cold call questions! 

 



 

 

 

 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Emily D for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Grace T for showing determination in maths lessons, always doing the right thing and 

always doing their best to try the more challenging maths work. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Joana G for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Amy D for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Ava A for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity 

to choreograph an incredible routine. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ben O for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity to 

choreograph an incredible routine. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Louis F for showing determination in their gymnastics lessons and using their creativity to 
choreograph an incredible routine. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 22 October 2021 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Miss Clayton's English Class for always being 100% focused, 100% of the time. You are 

an incredible group of young people. You are all respectful, determined and always do the right thing. You amaze me every 

lesson with your enthusiasm and attention to detail. Keep it up! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Rhys T for incredible focus and determination in Science lessons; Marty M for helping tidy 

the classroom at the end of lessons, showing really brilliant respect for your learning space; Louie D for helping tidy the 

classroom at the end of lessons, showing really brilliant respect for your learning space; Stefan P for helping tidy the classroom 

at the end of lessons, showing really brilliant respect for your learning space. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Calum G for improved participation and focus in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Sam L for 

showing determination to succeed in every Spanish lesson. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Harry M for showing great determination in his maths lessons and always working hard 

to find the correct answer! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ryan C for making fantastic progress in Spanish and always having an answer to 

volunteer. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Mia-Rose S for always doing the right thing and showing respect every morning by greeting 

me so brightly; Alexis S for showing determination every English lesson, Alexis works hard in everything I ask of her and can 

always be relied upon to volunteer an answer. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Luke A and Andrew K for demonstrating determination and a much improved attutide 

in English; Harry D for demonstrating integrity and improving his work ethic in English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Josephine T for demonstrating determination and integrity especially in geography. 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Alicia J for demonstrating a much improved attutide in science. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Lois J for being determined, focused and hard working the entire term, achieving really 

well in her assessment and still being focused on improving further. Well done Lois; Ryan B for showing impeccable manners 

and genuine kindness to a guest in his maths lesson, I am incredibly proud of the impression you gave to a visitor to our school. 

Thank you and well done! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Harrison T for showing determinaion by coming into lesson and continuing with his 

work after suffering an injury, well done; Josephine T for showing integrity by taking her work home to finish it. Amazing work 

Josephine; Rebecca J for always showing integrity by always giving 100% in her Geography lessons. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Lexie B, Molly L and Leah R for demonstrating determination when performing dance in 

her PE lessons. Outstanding effort. Well done. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Ben W and Jared D for being selected for the maths high flyers programme and giving up 

his free time to progress in the subject. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Bailey F for showing Determination. Brillaint engagement during science lessons. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Molly L for her excellent work in the sequences topic. Well Done, Ellie G for always doing 

the right thing in DEAR time and in wider school life. 

Mr Hayes would like to appreciate Josephine T for demonstrating a much improved attutide in English. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Luke R for a fantastic attitude in his History lessons and for always showing respect; Ruby 

O for fantastic determination in her History lessons and a superb assessment performance. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Grace O for showing determination by fully applying hereslf in every English lesson. Keep 

it up; Leah R for demonstrating a huge amount of determination to improve in English. Fantastic work! 



 

 

 

 

 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Nikol K for producing high quality work in History and assisting her peers with DIRT 

activities; Viesturs K and Wealth O for producing high quality work in History and assisting his peers with DIRT activities; Lewis 

R for always being a polite, respectful and determined individual with integrity and respect; Grey E for always being respectful 

and acting with integrity with everything that they do. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Harrison T and Sam E for showing great determination within his PE practical lesson. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Mckenzie B for trying his best in French and showing a huge improvement in his work and 

attitude; Grace O for always showing determination and working hard in French lessons. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Luke A for continuing his learning at home and remaking recipes we made in class and 

always stopping me on the coridor to tell me about it. Thank you, Luke; Oliver K for showing a huge improvement in attitude 

in our practical lessons. Well done Oliver; Curtis S for always giving 100% in all our lessons. Well done, Curtis. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Lucas D for always giving 100% with his work and contributions in science. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Morgan D for showing real determination and taking part in Pe when she didnt feel very 

well. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Nadia A for always demonstrating our core values. 9D star of this half term; Alex R for always 

demonstrating our core values. 9I star of this half term; Liam S for always demonstrating our core values. 9R star of this half 

term; Stas M for always demonstrating our core values. 9M star of this half term; Ellis K for always demonstrating our core 

values. 9A star of this half term; Louie D for always demonstrating our core values. 9D star of this half term. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 22 October 2021 

Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Thomas B for an improvement in effort and attitude to learning in English. Tom 

participated in a fantastic discussion in class and I am really proud with the work he continues to produce. Stay focused, Tom 

- you've got this; Lewis D for improving his attitude in English and growing in confidence each lesson. When Lewis is focused 

and determined, he is capable of so much. Keep going, Lewis; Sienna D for always showing determination no matter how 

difficult things may be. Sienna, you are  improving every single lesson... believe you can and you will; Kyriakoula G for producing 

some amazing analysis answers in English. Kyriakoula continues to amaze me and I know if this hard work continues, she will 

achieve great things. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Kyle P for incredible focus and determination in Science lessons; Miller R for demonstrating 

excellent determination and hard work during the chemistry topic. Really appreciate your focus. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Abbie H for always showing determination to succeed in every Spanish lesson. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Ellie C for showing great determination in maths and working hard to always be better 

today than yesterday; Adam C for putting in fantastic effort during his maths lessons and showing great determination. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Mason H for a huge improvement in his focus in class, good job mason. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Chloe H for working hard to develop her analytical skills in English. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Joseph R, Thomas H, Daniel N and Junchao C for demonstrating 100% integrity and 

100% kindness by talking to a student who was on their own at break time; Thomas M for demonstrating determination in 

English giving some excellent answers and attempting to catch up on missed work; Charlize M for demonstrating determination 

in English writing some excellent answers and attempting to catch up on missed work; Ella E for always showing 100% integrity 

during DEAR time; Kate D for always showing 100% integrity during DEAR time and for being kind. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Evie T, Joy D and Leighton H for showing the values of determination and respect during 

DEAR session. Well done! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Alfie W for demostrating his excellent knowledge in the new chemistry topic. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Lily-Mae B for arriving with a smile and a positive attitude every lesson, some incredible 

progress made this term ending with a really impressive, thoroughly deserved assessment score; Mark C for 100% 

commitment, a fantastic assessment score and being a pleasure to teach every single lesson; Mason H for showing integrity 

and kindness without hesitation when I asked for help during lesson transition. Thank you Mason! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Owen H for an improvement in effort and attitude to learning in maths and for excellent 

presentation in his book; Aimee B for improving in confidence with answering questions in maths. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Karam E for going above and beyond in his wider maths and physics reading and for always 

being ready for a challenge. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Amelia K for demonstrating our value of determination with her notes in English. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Olivia W for an outstanding attitude in History and a superb assessment performance; 

Annie B for always having a respectful attitude in History and great engagement throughout; James B for outstanding 

determination in Year 10 football practice; Luca C for demonstrating outstanding leadership qualities in Year 10 football 

practice. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Taylor C for demonstrating determination to improve in English and putting 100% into 

every second in the classrom. Well done! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Mr Roberts would like to appreciate Denis G for always giving 100% determination in GCSE French lessons - a superb linguist! 

His energy and enthusiasm are everything that our Academy is about; Harry W for 100% engagement in GCSE French - a great 

linguist; Aimee C for her superb contribution in lessons - really positive start to GCSE French; Christopher N for his awesome 

linguistic skills - this young man is a natural linguist; mEmma C for being a talented linguist and making really interesting links 

to English; Makayla K for demonstrating determination by doing a lot of independent work - this will pay off on her quest to 

acheieve a grade 9; Alan G for always engaging and using his knowledge of language to great effect; Luke B for giving 100% all 

of the time - well done, Luke. What a linguist; Harvey S for always giving 100% - Harvey is making great progress and is 

demonstrating what an able student he is; Jacob C for giving 100% determination in his French lessons - a truly talented linguist 

and a potential full marks at GCSE; Mark C for giving 100% determination in his French lessons - a talented linguist. An incredible 

start to GCSE French; Jacob P for demonstrating determination by reading out in French - a great accent. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Libby B for always having a respectful attitude in History and great engagement 

throughout; Lucy D for great focus and engagement in History lessons consistently; Emma D for producing high quality work 

in History and assisting her peers with DIRT activities; Marc I and Karim S for producing high quality work in History and assisting 

his peers with DIRT activities; Libby B for continued engagement and demonstration of knowledge in History; Reece M for 

producing high quality work in History and assisting his peers with DIRT activities. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate William W for an excellent performance within his PE lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Harvey S for always demonstrating 100% and never giving up with his independent work. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Joseph D for a big improvement in focus and engagement in Science. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Steven B for always showing determination and working hard in French lessons; Ethan T for 

showing kindness to another pupil during lesson; Kyle P for showing determination to keep pushing and improving in our 

practical lessons; Ellie O for always giving 100% in all lessons. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Sophie J for demonstrasting greater determination by trying harder in school. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Bella B for her amazing contribution to lesson: her answer to a question was so perceptive, 

concise and well articulated; Her Y10 English class  for 100% of students engaging in every part of lesson (Thursday), really 

making every second count.  Pushing themselves and smashing through barriers in terms of their knowledge and application 

of analysis. I am extremely proud - amazing progress! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 22 October 2021 

Year 11 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Brodie G for always showing determination and always completing tasks to a high standard. 

Brodie always comes in to English lessons with a positive attitude, ready to learn. Keep it up, Brodie; Sophie H for staying focused, 

determined and always greeting me with a smile. Sophie is always friendly, polite and positive. I know this year will be her year should 

it continue; Alex S for always completing any task to an extremely high standard and always being focused 100% of the time. Alex is 

a joy to teach and I can't wait to see what she can achieve this year. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Maggie S for completing an excellent piece of extended writing in Science; Jaden M for 

demonstrating excellent focus in Science lessons. Really appreciate how you work so hard to improve every day. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Olajuwon A for showing determination to succeed since starting Spanish and for always being 

friendly and kind to others; Amy M for excellent participation and focus in all Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Thomas K and Sam S for showing determination to improve in English; Maisie M for showing 

determination in her English lessons and having a beautifully presented English book. 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Sarah W for always being 100% focussed and demonstrating our value of respect. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Zak L for using initiative to ensure he could complete homework on time and for being one of 

the politest, most respectful pupils I have the pleasure to teach. Leaving each lesson with a thankyou and 'have a good day Miss' puts 

a smileon my face every single day; Thomas K for showing genuine kindness and honesty, incredible qualities to haveTom! Thank you. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Luis C for volunteering to read during DEAR time which demonstrated determination and integrity 

to support his fellow peers and further his own confidence and reading skills when he was not in his comfort zone. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Bailee O for his positive contributions in Maths lessons and his self belief in the subject; Maisie 

M for working really well through the grade 8 and 9 algebraic fractions equations. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Lily C, Harry F and Ben J for giving 100% during Maths. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Jamie O for always showing Integrity. Gives 100% every science lesson. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Callum A for never giving up in his Maths work even in the face of a challenge. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Luis C, Esther A and Diana R for demonstrating our value of determination by producing 

additional practice work before the mocks. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Chloe O for an outstanding attitude in History lessons, Reece S for an improved attitude and 

focus in History lessons, Ruby M for all round brilliance in her History lessons. 

Mr Roberts would like to appreciate Elliot D for showing 100% integrity for doing the right thing at lunch time. A true example of who 

we are as Year 11, Lucas G for showing integrity and for demonstrating what a truly good person he is. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Abi K and Drew D for determination in History lessons and focus throughout; Lucy H for always 

having positive engagement in History lessons and great contributions; Aiden B for always having positive engagement in History 

lessons and great contributions; His entire history class for always being determined to work hard, respectful towards myself and 

always doing the right thing - an absolute pleasure to teach as a collective. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Zak L for awesome performance for giving 100% during NCFE Health and Fitness theory lesson; 

George T for awesome performance for giving 100% during NCFE Health and Fitness theory lesson; Michael W for awesome 

performance for giving 100% during NCFE Health and Fitness theory lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Amy M for consistently giving 100% in her Chemistry lessons, keep up the good work Amy. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Dylan M for showing great determination with his German mock this week. Always trying his best; 

Alex S for always showing determination and working hard in French lessons. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Aiden B for producing an amazing response to an analysis question - we used this as a show call 

example and the class were able to develop their answers significantly. 


